
The TERRAIN MEDIA EXHIBITION presents stages of the realisation and upgrading of the Medea 

Project—one of the main focuses in the artistic programme of Plovdiv: 2019 European Capital of Culture. 

The possibilities of the modern theatrical product to play an integrational and educational role through 

the inclusion of children from different ethnic communities in Plovdiv in Medea, which will be performed 

only once, on 28 June 2019, on the stage of the Ancient Theatre in Plovdiv. 

https://epaygo.bg/4257497547 

The TERRAIN MEDEA EXHIBITION presents the results of the creative and educational activities from 

several independent projects of the Legal Art Centre Association that find a point of intersection in the 

theme of the ancient myth and its contemporary artistic translation through work with children: MEDEA; 

THE JOURNEY OF THE ARGONAUTS FROM FILIPOVTSI AND FACULTETA; and #clipclaptheatre: CAMPAIGN 

FOR THE SUPPORT OF CHILDREN’S EDUCATION IN THEATRE. 

The two years of work with over 75 children led to the expansion of the scope of the project and the 

launch of new projects: The Journey of the Argonauts from Filipovtsi and Faculteta and #clipclaptheatre, 

Campaign for the Support of Children’s Education in Theatre, which were supported by the Sofia Culture 

Programme and the National Culture Fund. The exhibition presents video recordings of the socio-

dramatic workshops led by Alexandra Gocheva, Georgi Gochev and Snezhina Petrova, shot by Nayo Titzin 

and Vasil Garnizov; children’s drawings and scale models produced in the art workshops of Tsvetelina 

Spiridonova; the photographs by Pavel Chervenkov with the project’s team of actors; the scenographic 

projects by Zina Gench, Anna Sophia Amadea and Valentina Javiera Pino Rayes from the Akademie der 

Bildenden Künste München, and the video installation, ‘clipclaptheatre’. The texts for the exhibition 

were composed jointly with Ivette Michelfelder, assistant professor in drama science at the Ludwig-

Maximilians-Universität München, and her students. The phonogram that plays in the exhibition space 

includes documentary recordings of the socio-dramatic workshops with children and was developed by 

Kalin Nikolov from Snezhina Petrova’s idea, with music composed by Assen Avramov. 

Why TERRAIN MEDIA? Because, while working on TERRAIN in different ethnic communities in Plovdiv and 

Sofia, we are expanding the scope of the modern theatrical product and providing access to its TERRAIN 

to new groups and audiences. We believe that THEATRE IS A TERRAIN study of our borders as artists, 

citizens and adults who seek to recall the childhood of human civilisation through myths, games, feasts, 

paintings and songs. 

TERRAIN has the capacity to unlock creative intuitions for THEATRE. 

The space is organised in several thematic blocks: Terrain ART, Terrain CHARACTERS, Terrain DRAMA & 

PSYCHODRAMA and Terrain INTERACTION. 

Curator: Snezhina Petrova 

Director: Desislava Shpatova 

Graphic design: Teodora Simova 



 

PROJECTS, presented in the TERRAIN MEDIA EXHIBITION 

 

MEDEA is an independent theatre project, part of the official programme of Plovdiv: 2019 European 

Capital of Culture. Official premiere: 9 p. m., on 28 June 2019, on the stage of the ANCIENT THEATRE, 

Plovdiv. 

 

THE JOURNEY OF THE ARGONAUTS FROM FILIPOVTSI AND FACULTETA will, in the autumn of 2019, 

present a multi-genre exhibition at an open-air gallery in Sofia, which will include the drawings of children 

from the Roma neighbourhoods in Sofia who have completed a series of training events on the myth of 

the Golden Fleece and the Argonauts. The exhibition is thematically focused on European culture and 

heritage, such as the ancient myths. In them, we find the basic civilisational models and family proverbs 

that are permanently learned by children through active creative experience; they leave an imprint on 

their drawings and encourage their personal self-expression. 

 

#CLIPCLAPTHEATRE: CAMPAIGN FOR THE SUPPORT OF CHILDREN’S EDUCATION IN THEATRE aims to 

create an active civic movement regarding the introduction of theatre education for children in the school 

environment. The project is realised by the actress Snezhina Petrova, in partnership with the Union of 

Artists in Bulgaria and with the support of the National Culture Fund. 

 

The TERRAIN MEDEA EXHIBITION is designed as an entering introduction to the essence of the main 

conflict in the tragedy, Medea, by Euripides—the rift between the Mother and the Father, which engulfs 

and sweeps away their children, and the community and the entire civilisational model of conflict 

resolution in the family: how a tragic life situation, interpreted through myth, dramaturgy, art, 

photography, serves as a pretext for a series of psycho-dramatic games with children and how everything 

in the theatre is soundtracked and becomes visible. 

 

This is projects are realised with the support of Plovdiv: 2019 European Capital of Culture, New 

Bulgarian University, Goethe-Institut Bulgaria, Sofia Culture Programme, National Culture Fund, and 

the Azaryan Theatre at the National Palace of Culture. 

 


